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Learning Objectives





Learn what Autodesk Research is doing with IoT
Learn how to use IoT APIs to access historical and real-time sensor data
Learn how to integrate visualization components from Autodesk Research into
Autodesk viewer applications
Learn how to call IoT APIs from Dynamo Studio to power generative design

Description
The Research Team at Autodesk, Inc., has been developing technology for the Internet of
Things (IoT) since before people called it that. Project Dasher is a building performance
management tool that displays historical and real-time sensor data inside a building model. The
Research Team has taken the learning acquired while developing Project Dasher and used it to
create technology that addresses the needs of the broader IoT market. This session will look at
how IoT APIs (application programming interfaces) from Autodesk Research can be used to
display information in websites integrating the viewer from the Forge Platform to inform the
design process and even power generative design. This session features Forge and Dynamo
Studio.

Your AU Expert(s)
Kean joined Autodesk back in 1995. For his first 16 or so years with the company, he held a
variety of roles – in a variety of countries – in the Autodesk Developer Network team. He then
joined the AutoCAD Engineering team as a Software Architect where he stayed for 4 years
before joining Autodesk Research as a Platform Architect & Evangelist at the beginning of 2016.
Kean’s areas of interest are IoT and Augmented/Virtual Reality, and he’s excited to see how
convergence is taking place in these domains.
If you’re interested in following Kean’s work, you can find him on Twitter as @keanw or read his
blog: for 10 years Kean has been posting 3 times per week on a variety of subjects to his
popular developer-centric blog, Through the Interface (http://autode.sk/ttif). Initially the blog
focused on developing with AutoCAD .NET, but the content has inevitably evolved along with
Kean’s role in the company.
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Autodesk Research and Project Dasher
Autodesk Research
Autodesk acquired its Research division along with Alias in 2006. The initial team comprised of
just 5 researchers, but over time this has grown to over 100 staff in 5 countries: Canada, USA,
UK, China and Switzerland. The organization is comprised of a number of teams:












Bio/Nano Research
Complex Systems Research
Computational Science Research
Design and Social Impact
Design and Fabrication
Design Research
Machine Intelligence
Research Transfer
Simulation and Graphics Research
The Living
User Interface Research

Increasingly the output of the Autodesk Research’s activities is being made available to
customers: examples include Autodesk Meshmixer and Autodesk Sketchbook Motion (which
was developed as Project Draco). It’s our hope to see more such “technology transfers” occur
during the coming years.

Project Dasher is being developed by the Complex Systems Research team. To find out more
about the various activities of Autodesk Research, visit http://autodeskresearch.com.
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Project Dasher
Here’s some information on the project from the Autodesk Research website:
Project Dasher is an Autodesk research project using a BIM-based platform to provide building
owners with greater insight into real-time building performance throughout the life-cycle of the
building.
A sustainable building is not a fixed ideal, but a moving target that must be reassessed on an
ongoing basis in order to respond to the ever changing patterns of its occupants and its context.
While building performance tools have traditionally focused on the simulation and evaluation of
a specific design, we are witnessing a growing need for tools that can help us to continuously
evaluate and verify building performance. Today, most buildings are equipped with
sophisticated Building Control Systems (BCS) that collect data from thousands of end-points.
These systems help building operation managers maintain buildings by minimizing long-term
operational cost ensuring occupants’ comfort. However, a key challenge is to define methods of
organizing, studying and communicating data, while coping with perpetual changes inherent in
any commercial building.
In this context, we need a more integrative approach to maintain the complex balance between
our energy-saving measures and occupant comfort. Using BIM as in ideal platform for managing
complex building information, Project Dasher aims to go beyond existing building dashboards to
represent a comprehensive framework for monitoring building performance. Project Dasher acts
as a visualization hub where collected data from various sources is intuitively aggregated and
presented in 3D to enhance our ability to infer more complex causal relationship pertaining to
building performance and overall operational requirements.

In a nutshell, Project Dasher was intended to be used as a tool to help improve the
performance of buildings.
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Looking at it from a functional perspective, it’s a combination of Building Information Modeling
with real-time and historic performance data that’s collected by sensors placed in the building.

It extends BIM to be used as a tool throughout the lifecycle of the building, rather than just its
conception and creation.
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One of the early models used for Project Dasher was the 210 King Street East office of
Autodesk Toronto.
You can visit http://www.digital210king.org to find out more about the work done to create this
high-quality as-built BIM.

As part of the project, physical sensors were placed throughout the office, with corresponding
“digital twins” located in the Revit model with metadata linking them to the time-series database
records holding the sensor data.
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Dasher allows people to easily understand performance at different levels of detail, going from
the entire floor of a building to a specific zone and finally zeroing in on individual sensors.

A key differentiating feature of Dasher is to display sensor information in a 3D model, making it
easier to absorb details of multiple sensors at once and view situations holistically. In this image
we have temperature values draped across the surface of the 3D model, making it much easier
to consume.
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BIM is clearly about much more than walls, doors and windows. Dasher integrates with the
electrical data about the building, allowing you to correlate energy usage with (for instance) the
various light fixtures.

It can also provide access to the mechanical systems in a building, allowing you to correlate
(again, for instance) temperature data with the HVAC system.
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It’s also important to understand the impact of external heat sources on a building, so Dasher
has integrated daylight analysis, too.

In summary, while to some degree existing Building Management Systems provide some
access to sensor information, the way they present data to the user leaves a lot to be desired.
Dasher builds on Autodesk’s strength in working with spatial data to present this data in an
intuitive way to building operators and facility managers.
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Data 360
Clearly all the sensor data needed for Dasher to be viable needs to live somewhere. Back in
2009, when the project started, the time-series databases available were immature, to say the
least. The database team went through a number of iterations of databases – typically blowing
them up after a week or so – before settling on a scalable solution based on Apache HBase.
This database – original named Blitzen, as it’s the “back-end” of the team of reindeer containing
Dasher – is now called Data 360 internally at Autodesk. It scales automatically upwards and
downwards, based on load, and handles the significant stress imposed by large volumes of
high-frequency data: this is a core requirement for any time-series database dealing with large
quantities of sensor data.
It also exposes a RESTful API – which can be used for accessing the database but also to
populate it – which we’ll come back to later on.
One of the key features of Data 360 is its ability to store multiple levels of detail for the sensor
data, whether hours, days, month or years: this avoid the need to load serious amounts of data
to get a quick overview. To make use of this capability, Autodesk Research has built the Splash
graph visualization component: Splash can seamless query varying levels of details, allowing
you to zoom or pan around the data in much the same way Google Maps lets you drill into
geographic data.

More information on Splash can be found at: https://autodeskresearch.com/publications/splash
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Forge and Dasher 360
When the Forge platform was announced by Autodesk, it presented a solid opportunity for
Project Dasher to be delivered as a web-based tool.
Forge is Autodesk’s new web platform for people to build their own design- and engineeringcentric cloud apps. It provides building blocks that can be used to create applications meeting
the needs of our customers, and the type of building blocks available is expanding constantly.
At a high level Forge is about connecting existing processes to the various design formats used
in our industry:

Here’s a quick look at the building blocks available at the time of writing this document:

In Dasher 360 we use a number of these components, and people building their own IoT-centric
cloud products will see value in doing similarly.
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We currently have four distinct phases planned for Dasher 360:
1. Use the Viewer to integrate sensors with BIM
 Prototype surface shading and advanced visualization
2. Integrate more Forge APIs & add sensor management
3. Beyond BIM & replicate Dasher feature-set
4. Historical  predictive
We’re currently finishing up Phase 2: we have used Forge to access model data shared via
Collaboration for Revit as well as Fusion 360 (although this last option will only become
important as we move “Beyond BIM”).
The second two phases are likely to take longer than the first two: our first phase was really
about providing that Forge was a viable platform for Dasher, while the second one was about
extending it beyond a proof-of-concept to be usable with external model data.
Phase 3 will be largely about bringing Dasher 360 up to feature parity with the original Project
Dasher, but will also be about making sure the Dasher 360 product is capable of dealing with
non-BIM workflows: while we’ve clearly created Dasher to work with building data, there’s not
hard-wired dependency on BIM (or at least none that Forge doesn’t help us move beyond).
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Using Forge in your own IoT applications
We’ve used a number of Forge components as part of Phase 2 of Dasher 360:


Forge Viewer
 Provides advanced 3D viewing, comes with lots of great samples
 Data Management API
 Provides access to models on Collaboration for Revit & Fusion 360
 Model Derivative API
 Lets you translate models for viewing via Forge: we’ve also used this
to implement public sharing
 OAuth
 3-legged for DM API, 2-legged for sharing

Forge Viewer
The Forge Viewer is based on THREE.js, a Javascript framework on top of WebGL. It provides
a rich set of features that applications embedding it inherit automatically. We found it to be a
very capable platform for BIM models – even large ones. It makes it easy for users to browser
model structure, isolate, hide and show geometry, and also to create section planes through
models. It even enables features such as first-person walkthrough and Virtual Reality, assuming
you have the right hardware. In that sense it’s a solid bet for future 3D viewing capabilities, too.

Data Management API
The Data Management API allows you to access models that have been shared via either
Collaboration for Revit or Fusion 360. You get access to projects, hubs and individual files,
which can then be loaded into the viewer or have their metadata accessed via the Model
Derivative API.

Model Derivative API
The Model Derivative API provides the ability to translate source model into a number of target
formats, whether for graphical viewing or metadata access.
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Accessing Data 360
Getting data into Data 360
Data 360 has a RESTful API that can be used to import or add sensor readings. One
typical workflow is to build a conduit that essentially copies sensor data across into Data
360 when it is created in the host database.
Another possibility is to use the Programmable Data Router, which is software loaded
onto a Raspberry Pi device that greatly simplifies the task of transmitting data from
sensors into the Data 360 back-end. This is still very much a work-in-progress, but is
hopefully something we can make available, in due course.

Reading from Data 360
The Data 360 team has also exposed a simplified version of the REST API, with a
particular focus on integrating with tools such as Dynamo Studio. It can be used to add
data into Data 360, but really comes into its own for simple read access of sensor
values.
Here’s a sample URL structure for reading from sensor with ID “sensor-id” from “myproject-id” (URLs will also typically include an organization and group ID, too, but this
version assumes certain defaults):


https://projectdasher-staging.api.autodesk.com/api/v1/projects/my-projectid/readings?sensorList=sensor-id&latestReading=true

We’ll take a look at using this from Dynamo, to make modifications to Revit geometry
based on sensor readings from the 210 King Street East building.
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Using Data 360 from Dynamo
Dynamo is a node-based programming environment intended for computational BIM
design. It’s possible to create highly complex graphical programs that drive BIM models
without writing a single line of code.

Dynamo integrates with Revit – and can drive Revit geometry – or it can be used
standalone in the form of Dynamo Studio.
It’s possible to create custom nodes that interface with Dynamo using Python or C#.
From these custom nodes you have the ability to call into Data 360 and retrieve sensor
readings that can be used to manipulate the BIM.
In our first example we’re going to look at historical data, adjusting the height of cubicle
walls in a model to optimize for the sound being detected in that space. We’re able to
navigate through sensor readings during a time period, to see how the optimal
configuration would change based on the data.
We can also access live readings: Dynamo has the ability to poll nodes that are marked
as “periodic”. In this way we can check every second whether new sensor readings have
been received: if so the cubicle walls will be adjusted in (near) real-time.
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